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on the analogy of Article 37 of the Irish Free State Con-
stitution, be amended somewhat as below:
'Money shall not be appropriated by vote, resolution, or
law, unless the purpose of the appropriation has in the same
session been recommended by a message from the Governor-
General in relation to reserved subjects or the Governor-
General acting on the advice of the Executive Council in
relation to transferred subjects/
The Legislative Assembly may assent or refuse its
assent to any demand or may reduce the amount referred
to in any demand by a reduction of the whole grant' (sub-
section (6) of section 67 A of the Government of India Act).
This provision prevents the Assembly from increasing a
demand and is in accordance with parliamentary practice.
It should be retained in the new Constitution.
So long as Defence and External Affairs continue to be
reserved subjects, the control of the legislature or the
Federal Government over the estimates of these depart-
ments must necessarily be of a more or less shadowy
character.
Voting by ballot on supplies and money bills.
It is a common experience not only in India but also in
other countries that members of the legislature are sub-
jected to influence in voting on financial measures by
powerful interests and that they are not always able to resist
such pressure. The position becomes extremely difficult
when the interests of the State as a whole do not harmonize
with those of such private bodies: the judgement of mem-
bers leads them one way and worldly considerations pull
them the other way. The Indian temperament is specially
susceptible to what is called lihdz (regard), and it would be
a great improvement if members of Indian legislatures
were free to vote in accordance with their real opinion.
It is therefore suggested that voting on supplies and money

